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Abstract—Graphical User Interface (GUI) is essential to
programming, as is any other characteristic or feature, due to the fact
that GUI components provide the fundamental interaction between
the user and the program. Thus, we must give more interest to GUI
during building and development of systems. Also, we must give a
greater attention to the user who is the basic corner in the dealing
with the GUI. This paper introduces an approach for designing GUI
from one of the models of business workflows which describe the
workflow behavior of a system, specifically through Activity
Diagrams (AD).

Keywords—Activity Diagram, Graphical User Interface.

I. INTRODUCTION

OTH GUI Designers and Programmers must achieve a
prominent level of coordination in the design of GUI. On

other side, analysis and design phases concern much of the
system in several aspects and GUI must be one of these
aspects. In addition, we have to activate the user factor in
construction and design of the GUI.

All of these motivations incited us to find an approach to
derive a GUI, based on its design in the primary phases of
system development and supports the role of the user in GUI
development, hence, increasing the chance of cooperation
between the GUI Designer and the programmer.

Accordingly, the goals of this work are:
1. Building a GUI by deriving from first phases of the

system analysis and design, which makes the GUI being
built upon strong bases by one of the early phases of the
system development.

2. The early design of GUI provides a greater opportunity to
deal with the user by presenting the GUI in advance and
to know the user views, particularly to correct errors, if
any, and make the required adjustments.

3. Providing a step forward for the process of building GUI
from the Activity Diagram (AD) and considering it as one
of the fields of system analysis and design.

4. Building a good GUI by greater support provided from
collaboration between GUI Designer and programmer.

The approach presents in this paper depends on one of
models of business workflows and here we mean AD and the
approach arranged in two phases: first phase
(Documentation) produces Document Sheets (DSs) which
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contain all details of designing the GUI, and second phase
(GUI Structure) produces the structure of GUI. These phases
are executed in sequence where the result of first phase is the
basis of the starting point of the second phase.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
gives description of some relevant literature. Section III
represents to the steps of whole work which is divided to two
kind of steps, preparatory steps and fundamental steps. Section
IV describes our approach and its phases in more details and
explanation. Practical application to show how we can execute
the phases of the approach through a case study in Section V.
Finally, Section VI discusses the conclusion of this work.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Elkoutbi and Keller [3] suggested an approach consists of
four steps starting with the Use Case Diagram (UCD) of the
system, then for each use case in the diagram, scenarios are
gained in the form of Unified Modeling Language (UML)
sequence diagrams.

In the next step, the UCD and sequence diagrams are
transformed to Colored Petri Nets (CPNs) and then from some
processes on these CPNs, a global CPN is formed where it
acquires the behavior of the entire system from which the UI
prototype of the system is generated in the final stage.

Pinheiro da Silva and Paton [6] discussed modelling of User
Interface (UI) using UML. They presented a Library System
case study and how this case study identifies some aspects that
cannot be modelled using UML notation. These modelling
problems determine some weaknesses of UML for modelling
UIs, and on the other hand, a set of UML constructors that
may be used to model UIs and determine some strengths.
UML has proved to be useful for modeling user interfaces
because it has a rich and integrated set of constructors for
modelling UIs, they stated:

“The identification of such strengths and weaknesses can be
used in the formulation of a strategy for extending UML to
provide greater support for user interface design”. Same
authors in [7] introduced notation of the extension of UML for
modeling interactive applications called Unified Modelling
Language for Interactive Applications (UMLi). They
introduced the UMLi user interface diagram for modeling
abstract user interface presentations simplifying the modeling
of the use of visual components (widgets).In addition, they
presented a way for modelling the relationship between visual
components of the user interface and domain objects obtained
from the UMLi activity diagram notation.

Almendros-Jim´enez and Iribarne [8] presented a method
for designing GUI from UML Use case model. This method is
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applied in four steps. The first step, given a u
of the system, involves all actors and the main
actors are users or external systems interact
Second step describes each Use Case by one
diagrams taking into account the kind of e
activity diagram whether it is terminal or non
describe the non-terminal state by another 
Third step translates the use cases and the s
(terminal state) to class diagrams and fin
diagrams, GUI component prototypes are prod

Through the previous works we can find t
are specifically concern with achievement of
from UCD as it the case in works [3], [8]
works, a design of GUI from Use Cases has a
is worth to note the role of Use Cases and wh
details about the system. As we know, the Us
the system functions from an external actors v
the other hand, precisely in work [8] focus h
the relation <include> without knowing the ro
<extends> because each of the two relations 
role in Use Case Model.

Concerning work in [6], it has been 
Modeling by means of UML. With this wor
the strong and weak aspects in UML and t
aspects in UI Modeling.

Work in [7] concerns with the aspects of
covered by UML notation and therefore prod
notation to cover these aspects and in this w
specially focused on Interactive Applications.

We find in these works that each has its 
and disadvantages and in general, most of the
Cases. Therefore, this work has to design a 
through which GUI is structured.

This approach is dependent, in its work, o
chosen these ADs for their important advan
advantage is the description of workflow beh
system and to model the flow of operation.

On the other side, ADs are important in bo
of the dynamic aspects of a system and bui
systems anywhere with forward and reverse e

The other advantage related to the con
several kinds of flows provided by the AD
sequential, concurrent or branched flo
represented by using elements like join, fork,
are used to imagine, build, and document 
objects [1], [2].

III. WORK STEPS

The whole work is represented in three pre
fundamental steps. The preparatory are those
work diagrams, patterns and their definitio
prepared. In the following sections, the two t
discussed.

A. Preparatory Steps
1. Providing AD: Providing the AD of the

is designed by the analyst or person respo

use case diagram
n use cases where
with the system.

e or more activity
each state of the
n-terminal state to
activity diagram.
stereotyped states
nally, from class
duced.
that most of them
f a design of GUI
], where in these
achieved. Here, it

hat they present of
se Cases describe
view point and on
has been made on
ole of the relation
has an important

focused on UI
rk, we have seen
the role of these

GUI that are not
ducing additional
work it has been
.
 own advantages
m depend on Use
general approach

on AD. We have
ntages. The main
havior within the

oth the modelling
ilding executable

engineering.
ntrol flow is the

Ds, which include
ws. These are
, merge, etc. ADs
the dynamics of

eparatory and two
e where the basic

ons in details are
types of steps are

e system, where it
onsible for it.

2. Formulation of Rules: Formu
comprehensive rules.

3. Preparing DSs Structure: Sp
of DS and structure of data it co

B. Fundamental Steps
1. Applying the Rules to AD: Ap

shall have the contents of DSs.
2. Translating the DSs to GUI

contents of DSs to their equiva
shall have a complete GUI with

IV. THE APPRO

The approach suggested in thi
phases. In the first phase, the form
ADs, where we will have content
phase, the contents of the DSs will
GUI elements, and the structure of
describes the phases of the approa
results of each phase.

Fig. 1 Phases of the 

A. First Phase: Documentation
The following is a list of sugg

importance of input, processing, ou
the user for each activity in the 
procedure being constructed; it is al
actions [4].

In this relation, the activity direct
This partitioning of an activity w
construction of the rules presented
obtain the desired outcome through 
1. Rule Numbering Guide: The e

covered in our work are: Form
and List, hence we formulate
based on this matter. Table I p
each type of these numbering an

2. Formulated Rules: We hav
separated to three groups, first 
and consists of 4 rules, the seco
kind and consists of 4 rules,

ulate a number of general

pecifying the general view
ontains.

pplying the rules to AD, we

I: When we translate the
alents of GUI elements, we
h all of its elements.

OACH

is paper consists of two
mulated rules are applied to

ts of DSs. In the second
be translated to equivalent
f GUI is produced. Fig. 1
ach, the requirements, and

approach

gested rules based on the
utput, and cooperation with
 AD. An activity is the
lso used to express a set of

ts what is to be performed.
was the foundation of the
d below, with an aim to
application.
elements of GUI which are

m, Button, Textbox, Label,
d the numbering of rules

provides an explanation for
nd its details.
ve 13 formulated rules
group related to F(K) kind
ond group related to W(L)
, the last to FW(M) and
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consists of 5 rules. So, (K=1,2,3,4), (L=1,2,3,4) and
(M=1,2,3,4,5) in the following details of all these rules:

TABLE I
RULE NUMBERING GUIDE

Figure Description

F(K) F _ represents rules pertaining to form and points about
the forms.

W(L) W _ represents rules pertaining to other elements of GUI
(Button, Textbox, Label, and List) and its related points.

FW(M) FW _ represents rules containing a combination of the
above F & W.

F(K) Rules:
F(1) Each activity in the AD is a form, where this activity is

one of these mentioned in Rule W(1).
F(2) GUI elements of activities will compose in the same form

when these activities describe the flow of the same
operation

F(3) The succession of forms are based on the sequence of the
activities in the AD.

F(4) Based upon the forms retrieved from the F(K) and
FW(M) mentioned rules, the main form of the system is
initiated by using the (Bottom_Up) approach.

W(L) Rules:
W(1) Activities will be considered if it demands GUI elements

for:
� Acquiring vital input to implement its complete operation
� Execution of its tasks
� Displaying the output resulting from implementation of its

tasks
� Convey a message to the user
W(2) The activities that demand GUI elements for its input

are obliges to contain:
� (X) Text boxes
� (X) labels
� (2) Buttons (‘Ok’ and ‘Cancel’ button)
where X is a number dependent on the number of data inputs.
W(3) The activity that demands GUI elements for executing

its work obliges to contain:
� button (Execute Button)
W(4) The activity that demands GUI elements to display its

output obliges to contain:
� (Y) lists
� (Y) labels
where Y is a number dependent on the number of resulting

outputs.

FW(M) Rules:
FW(1) The activity that demands GUI elements to interact

with its user is an isolated form enclosing a message
including a button whose objective is to terminate the
display form.

FW(2) If an activity demands a sub-input based on essential
input (Multi-input), therefore an independent form is
created to acquire any further input applying the rules
illustrated in Rule W(2).

FW(3) If an activity demands a sub-output based on essential
output (Multi-output), therefore an independent form is

created to display any further output applying the rules
illustrated in Rule W(4).

FW(4) There is an 'Exit' button for every main form, and a
'Return' button for every sub-form.

FW(5) If GUI designed for the applications which called
"application specific GUI" [10], suchlike ATM system,
do not require 'Exit' and 'Return' buttons. This type of
system has no need to return to select a particular form.
Therefore, a 'Welcome' form is revealed, followed by
the remaining forms.

B. Second Phase: GUI Structure
As a result of the previous phase, i.e. applying rules to AD,

all necessary information about required GUI is obtained and
is sorted into sheets called DSs. All details about the elements
such as element GUI name, type, number, etc. and other
information related with forms and messages show to user are
explained into these sheets. Fig. 2 explains the General Design
of DSs.

C. The Relation between GUI Designer and Programmer
As already mentioned, one of the goals of this paper is to

build a good GUI by greater support provided by collaboration
between GUI Designer and the programmer.

This collaboration helps to design a GUI which is clear to
the end user and that is one of the principles of good GUI
design [5].

Fig. 2 General Design of a Document Sheet

So, we must know the relationship between GUI Designer
and the programmer and where the meeting point is between
them. As illustrated in the Fig. 3, we find that the DSs are the
meeting point between them and that is shown in the result of
phase one (Documentation). The GUI Designer implements

Number of Activity needs GUI elements is : R
Number of Activity needs interaction is : S

Total is : Q

Document Sheet of: ………….……

1.  Activity Name: ……………….

GUI Elements: ……………….……………….
……………………………….

Interaction : ……………….……………….
…………….……………….

Notes : ……………………….…………….

Q.  Activity Name: ……………….

………………………….
………………………….
………………………….

GUI Elements: ……………….……………….
……………………………….

Interaction : ……………….……………….
…………….……………….

Notes : ……………………….…………….

Swimlanes
Name

R ,S ,Q  are
Activities

Activity Name

General
Remarks

Details  of
GUI

Elements
Type &

Numbers

2.  Activity Name: ……………….

GUI Elements: ……………….……………….
……………………………….

Interaction : ……………….……………….
…………….……………….

Notes : ……………………….……………...
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the first phase starting from applying rules
producing DSs. The GUI Designer delivers
sheets to the programmer, where the later con
structure of GUI based on the contents of deta

Fig. 3 Relation between GUI Designer and P

V. CASE STUDY

The case study (Home Security System) is 
explain how to implement our approach. In th
Security System added to any residents (h
apartment….etc). Using one of these system
secure and safe. There are many reasons to c
home security system; the most important 
safety. [9]

To understand the system we explain scen
of the system:
1. The idea of the work of the system is b

signals to provide security to the place. 
is broken, a warning will be issued to a
the place to take the necessary action.

2. The home owner will adjust the system 
the control panel connected to the system

3. To guarantee security, no user will use
without entering the password to prove h
an owner of the home or the place w
exists, and only three times are allow
password otherwise, the system will be lo

4. Through control panel, starting and stop
will be made by the home owner in or
system active or deactivate.

5. This panel is connected to a monitor to d
state of system.

6. When starting the system, the test of th
will be finally made. This sensor is a sen
it changes when anything breakthrou
emission of the signals in the circle of
soon as a breakthrough is made, the
happen:

Home security
system

Setting
System

Signals send

Break through Alarm

Monitor

Phone

s to the AD and
s these document
nverts them to the
ailed sheets.

Programmer

presented here to
his context, Home
house, palace, or
ms can make you
consider getting a
ever is personal

nario of the work

based on sending
When this signal
lert the person in

to work through
m.

the control panel
his/her validity as

where the system
wed to enter the
ocked.
pping the system
rder to make the

display the current

he state of sensor
nsitive device and
ugh the field of
f the signals. As
e following will

� The system will display a br
connected to the system.

� An order will be given to 
homeowner.

� Send a signal to a phone – must
automatically will call through t
the police or the mobile of the
the phone number previously se
system (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Home Securit

A. Applying First Phase (Docume
In the first phase, an AD for the s

applying the rules and obtained de
Fig. 5 shows an AD of Home Securi

Fig. 5 AD of Home Sec

After applying rules on AD we
GUI elements to implement its w
activities which bordered by red circ
D, and Fig. 7 shows DS of each activ

Activities in Fig. 6 are described a
1. Activity labeled A: Demands G

(Rule W(2)).
2. Activity labeled B: Demands

with its user (Rule FW(1)).

Home security
system

Setting
System

Signals send

Bre Alarm

Monitor

Phone

reakthrough on a monitor

alerting sound to the

t be linked to system which
the system, the emergency,
 homeowner, according to
et in the preparation of the

ty System

entation)
system must be provided to
etails of document sheets.
ity System.

curity System

e find four activities need
works, Fig. 6 shows these
cles and labeled A,B,C and
vity of the four activities.
as follows:
GUI elements for its input

GUI elements to interact

Home security
system

Setting
System

eak through Alarm

Monitor

Phone
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3. Activity labeled C: Demands GUI elem
(Rule W(2)), and it demands a sub
essential input (Multi-input) (Rule FW(2)

4. Activity labeled D: Demands GUI elem
with its user (Rule FW(1)).

Fig. 6 AD of Home Security System after ap

B. Applying Second Phase (GUI Structure)
In this phase, we can easily translate the in

to equivalent GUI elements to obtain the GU
structure is shown in Fig. 8.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the fact that GUI is an import
between user and applications or systems, an
fact that the success of the applications are 
the success of its GUI, the GUI development 
presented by our approach to develop GUI usi

The approach consists of two conse
Documentation phase and GUI Structure phas

The input of the first phase is AD where
DSs, as for the second phase, the input is DS
elements and the structure of GUI as the outpu

So, AD is the backbone where as the DS
point of the phases of the approach and the st
the result— taking into consideration the form

The structure of GUI was satisfactory 
obtaining to the system of case study—
System—and by comparing the results of G
scenario of the system and its work flows, we
great fit, and gives the required consent.

Number of Activity needs GUI elements is : 1
Number of Activity needs interaction is : 1

Total is : 2

Document Sheet of: Password

GUI Elements:   (1)  Label      [ Enter Password ]
(2)  Button   [ Ok , Cancel ]
(1)  Text

Interaction : ---
Notes : ---

1.  Activity Name: Request Password

2.  Activity Name: Check Times

GUI Elements: ---

Interaction :   [If incorrect  password interred
for three times]

Notes : ---

Number of Activity needs GUI elements is : 0
Number of Activity needs interaction is : 1

Total is : 1

Document Sheet of: State

GUI Elements: ---

Interaction :  [When a breakthrough of signal
occur]

Notes : ---

1.  Activity Name: Display Message

Number of Activity needs GUI elements is : 1
Number of Activity needs interaction is : 0

Total is : 1

GUI Elements:   (2)  Label    [ Start Date ,
Breakthrough Time ]

(2)  Button [ Ok , Cancel ]
(2)  Text

Interaction :   _ _

Notes : Activity needs multi-input  and that’s mean
derivation one  of two new forms, depends on
breakthrough time

If   6<breakthrough time <23  then form contains:
(2)  Label   [ Police Station

Phone Number ,
Cell Phone Number ]

(2)  Button [ Ok , Cancel ]
(2)  Text

If   6>breakthrough time >23    then form contains:
(1)  Label    [Police Station

Phone Number ]
(2)  Button [ Ok , Cancel ]
(1)  Text

1.  Activity Name: Configure System

Document Sheet of: Setting

ments for its input
-input based on
)).
ments to interact

pplying rules

nformation in DSs
UI structure. The

tant joining point
nd relying on the
based mainly on
process has been
ing ADs.

ecutive phases—
se.
e as the output is
s along with GUI
uts.

Ss are the joining
tructure of GUI is
mulated rules.

and comfortable
Home Security

GUI with both the
e found that it's a

Fig. 7 Document Sheets of onl

Number of Activity needs GUI
Number of Activity needs int

Total is : 2

Document Sheet of: Pa

GUI Elements:   (1)  Label      [ E
(2)  Button   [ Ok
(1)  Text

Interaction : ---
Notes : ---

1.  Activity Name: Request Pa

2.  Activity Name: Check Tim

GUI Elements: ---

Interaction :   [If incorrect  passw
for three times]

Notes : ---

Number of Activity needs GUI
Number of Activity needs int

Total is : 1

Document Sheet of:

GUI Elements: ---

Interaction :  [When a breakthrou
occur]

Notes : ---

1.  Activity Name: Display Me

Number of Activity needs GUI
Number of Activity needs int

Total is : 1

GUI Elements:   (2)  Label    [ Sta
Bre

(2)  Button [ Ok 
(2)  Text

Interaction :   _ _

Notes : Activity needs multi-inpu
derivation one  of two new forms
breakthrough time

If   6<breakthrough time <23  the
(2)  Label   [ Po

Pho
Ce

(2)  Button [ Ok
(2)  Text

If   6>breakthrough time >23    th
(1)  Label    [Po

Ph
(2)  Button [ Ok
(1)  Text

1.  Activity Name: Configure S

Document Sheet of:

ine shopping system

I elements is : 1
teraction is : 1

assword

Enter Password ]
k , Cancel ]

assword

es

word interred

I elements is : 0
teraction is : 1

State

ugh of signal

ssage

I elements is : 1
teraction is : 0

art Date ,
eakthrough Time ]
, Cancel ]

ut  and that’s mean
, depends on

n form contains:
olice Station
one Number ,
ll Phone Number ]
k , Cancel ]

hen form contains:
olice Station
hone Number ]
k , Cancel ]

System

Setting
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Fig. 8 Structure of GUI of Home Security system
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Start Date:

OK Cancel

Breakthrough Time:

Setting – (Sub-Form1)

OK Cancel

Cell Phone Number:

Police Station Phone Number :
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Setting – (Sub-Form 2)
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OK
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Attention … Breakthrogh

OK

Attention
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Password form
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